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REPORT ON DIP-KEEDLE SURVEY AND DIAMOND DRlUlNG

ON

THE GOUDREAU AND RAND CIAIM GROUPS, 1951 

Summary;-

During the months or September and October, 1951, a grid was established 

on the Rand claim group and on claims J. L. 3, k, 8 , and 10. A dip-needle survey 

was run over the pyriie-pyrrhotite bodies on these claims. In October, three 

diamond drill holes were put down, two immediately north of the Rand claims, the 

other on claim J.L. h *

The dip-needle survey on the Rand claim group indicated three pyrite 

lenses which vary from hO feet to 200 feet in widx,h over a length of 1200 feet. 

The easternmost lense dips steepoy north and falls on claim J.L. l, where it was 

intersected at a depth of 2^0 feet vertical by tv,-o diano:ici drill aulos. Horizontal 

widths of HO feet and ?0 feet averaging 2?.^ S, and Zl.%% S . were cut in diamond 

drill holes No. l and No. 2, respectively.

Anomalous dip-needle readings in the northern half of claim J.L. l* indic 

ate the presence of a pyrite body averaging at least 50 feet in width over a length 

of 1000 feet.

A single drill hole cut the mineralized zone at 150 feet vertical where 

it averaged 30.li^ S. over a horizontal width of 30 feet. 

General:-

The work was carried out by four men under the supervision of W. A. Jarvis. 

The author was present on the property on two occasions of two or three days duration 

each. Rain hampered the work, causing a loss ol* at least one day in four.

Surv eying:-

A base line was established from the west end of the Rand open pit in a 

general easterly direction to the southeast corner of claim J.L. l, the. ,^c north
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to the south-west corner of clairo J. L. 3, thence about 10 degrees north of east 

to the centre point of the east boundary of claim J. L. 10. The survey has been 

accurately run and recorded. Cross lines were cut at 100-foot intervals on the 

Rand property and at 200-ft. intervals on claims J, L. 3 , h, 8, and 10. Dip 

needle readings were taken at 50-foot intervals, or closer, as the occasion 

warranted,

flapping;'

The northern portion of claims A.C. 50, and A. C. hk of the Rand group

was napped on a scale of one inch equals 100 feet, the dip-needle readings 

recorded and the rock boundaries sketched. Claims J.L. 3, k , 8, and 10 were 

mapped in a similar fashion on a scale of one inch equals 200 feet.

Structure;-

In view of the limited scope of operations and scarcity of outcropping, 

little was learned of the structure of the deposit as a whole. However, in the 

Rand open pit, the pyrite member is seen to be an intricately folded horizon which 

strikes Nft)^, and dips approximate: 7 600N. Two small drag folds within the pyrite 

plunge west at k2o and 520. Two diamond drill holes drilled some 600 feet east of 

the open pit show the mineralized zone to be dipping vertically or almost so, which 

indicates that above mentioned dip nay be only local,

Once again in mapping claim J. L, hf surface dips were seen to be steeply 

north. However, on drilling tho deposit, the attitude of the pyrite horizon to 

1^0 feet in depth appears to be vertical or even steeply south.

Diamond Drilling ;-

Three drill holes totalling 1155 feet were put down to ascertain grade 

and test depth conditions. The following are abbreviate-! logs of the drill holes;-
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(1) D.D. H. No. l - Drilled south at \\5Q to intersect the eastern extension of 
the Rand lense on Claim J,L. l*

Q i . 202' - Mainly schistose volcanics.
202' - 2hO" - Banded silica.
2^0' --JiOS' - Pyrite, minor siderite with some silica rich sections.

Average grade over 168 feet - 27.^ S. 
1)08' - 1^6?' - Acid volcanics.

Note:- Actual mining grade can probably be improved to 30# S by leaving 
the larger quartz-rich patches.

(2) D.D.K. No. 2 - Drilled south at hS0 , 200 feet east of D.D.K.'Wo. i, to 
cut the eastern extension of the Rand zone on claim J.L.I.

O 1 - 236' - Schistose volcanics,
236' - 252.5' - Banded silica.
252.5' - 337.5' - Pyrite, minor siderite with inclusions of schist.

Average grade over 85 feet - 27.5^5. 
337.5' - 3^1' - Porphyritic volcanics.

(3) D.D.K. No. 3 - Drilled south at hO0 to intersect the pyrite lense indicated 
on J.L. h at 150 feet vertical,

O 1 - 180' - Mainly green schist.
180' -222' - Banded silica.
222' - 261' - Pyrite, Average grade over 39 feet - 30.1^ S.
261' - 316' - Banded silica; minor pyrite.
316' -327' - Acid volcanics.

Geological and geophysical maps of the above mentioned occurrences, as 

well as complete logs of the holes, are contained in the Goudreau file.

Conclusions;-

It is concluded that within the Rand claim group there is a pyrite 

lense or series of lenses extending over 1200 feet in length and averaging at 

least 50 feet in width which would in all probability give a grade of approximately 

30^ S. provided that selective mining methods were used. Judging by the drilling, 

depth conditions appear to be satisfactory.

likewise on claim J. L. h , there appeaj-s to be a good chance of making 

an open pit pyrite body approximately 1000 feet in length averaging 30# S. While 

the diamond drill hole revealed a horizontal width of only 30 feet at 150 feet
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vertical, the dip-needle readings indicate a far greater surface width.

Recommendations; -

If it is believed that the Goudreau pyrite deposits can be rained 

at a profit at some future date, it is recommended that the Rand claim group 

be purchased. Twenty-five thousand dollars would not appear to be an unreason 

able sum for ths property.

Inasmuch as there is no protection on the north flank of the pyrite 

lense on claia J. L. hf and at the eastern end the lense leaves our ground and 

is found for a length of about 100 feet on claim 3U6?, it is recommended that 

at least two claims, 3^6? and 3816, be secured. It should be noted here that, 

while these claims are supposed to have been staked by and are recorded in the 

name of Charles Horgon of this city, a thorough search of the area h^s revealed 

that his claia posts are misplaced cpproximately 1000 feet to the north.

November 20th, . 'l "J. R. Booth"


